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ANNOUNCING THE SIBLING RIVALRY PRESS FOUNDATION 
DISTURB / ENRAPTURE 

 
You might already know the story. In 2010, I founded Sibling Rivalry Press, a for-profit independent 
publishing house based in rural Alexander, Arkansas, whose initial mission was to provide a safe space 
for LGBT authors and poets to publish and promote their work. I’d “broken into” the publishing world 
thanks to my friend John Stahle, who’d published one of my poems in his journal Ganymede: Gay Men’s 
Culture from New York. Being published in Ganymede changed my life. Instantly I found myself connected 
with a community of gay writers, but more than writers, I’d found people just like me.  
 
Through Ganymede I connected with Stephen S. Mills, Ocean Vuong, Saeed Jones, Dustin Brookshire, and 
Matthew Hittinger, all individuals who would eventually play an important role in Sibling Rivalry Press. 
It was 2009, and I understood the significance of being a part of a literary community as an author. 
 
That understanding was, perhaps, secondary. A decade before, I’d learned the importance and impact a 
literary community can have on a reader. By means I won’t admit in writing, I’d gotten my hands on A 
Day for a Lay: A Century of Gay Poetry. Edited by Gavin Dillard, this anthology introduced me to poetry 
that was brave, fearless, frightening, and electric. I’d grown up in Monticello, Arkansas, and had been 
educated in classrooms where teachers, standing in front of teenagers in a public school, happily 
proclaimed that God had made Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve. (See Health Class, 1993, Coach 
Pace.)  After graduation, I’d somehow ended up at a gay-friendly, inclusive college though I was so afraid 
of being different, of being homosexual and of going to Hell that in October 1998, I spent an entire 24-
hour period in my bathroom-less, foodless dorm room rather than walk down the hallway on “National 
Coming Out Day.” I was scared someone might think proclaimed my homosexuality. So imagine the 
explosion in my brain, my Southern-Baptist-raised, self-hating, often-suicidal nineteen-year-old brain 
when I opened up Gavin’s anthology and read poetry by Ian Young, Dennis Cooper, and Mark Doty. 
Imagine the exact moment that poetry gave me permission to be. 
 
Flash forward to the publication of my poem, “Bite,” in the sixth issue of Ganymede. Flash forward to 
John Stahle convincing me to hire him to design my first book, which would be self-published. Flash 
forward to the book launching and selling out at the second-ever Rainbow Book Fair in Manhattan. Flash 
forward to John promising to promote the book in future issues of Ganymede. Then flash forward to 
John’s sudden death in May of 2010.  I knew that when John died, so, too, would Ganymede and the stage 
it provided for gay writers, and the community and connection it provided for its readers. 
 
I knew how important my own publication in Ganymede was to me, and I knew what it had given me in 
terms of community. John designed several issues at a time and worked months in advance. I knew that 
there were writers of all ages about to get their break, like I had, into the publishing industry, and 
without Ganymede, they would not have a chance, at least not at that moment.  I was the last person to 
work with John Stahle. I could not let his dream and the community he created die with him. I couldn’t 
let those writers waiting to be published down. Someone needed those words. Someone in Montana or 
Alaska or China or South Africa. Someone in Alexander, Arkansas, needed those words.  
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I did my research. I knew that Ganymede was the last in a strong bloodline. Before Ganymede there had 
been Mouth of the Dragon, a journal of gay poetry produced by Andrew Bifrost in the 70s and 80s.  There 
had been Tribe. I knew there had been many important small presses, such as Ian Young’s Catalyst and 
Felice Picano’s SeaHorse Press.  Of course there were other presses and a few magazines and journals 
in existence, and some very fine ones at that, but none that focused primarily on the poetry I’d read in A 
Day for a Lay or the poetry that saved my life.  
 
In John’s memory, using his network of writers, and with the help of Perry Brass, who educated me on 
both running a small press and shared with me a history he’d written on Mouth of the Dragon, I 
created Assaracus: A Journal of Gay Poetry, named after the Earth-bound brother of Ganymede, the 
beautiful youth who’d been swooped up to serve at the feet of Zeus. The focus of Assaracus was gay 
poetry, and each issue would feature a substantial portfolio of gay poets’ work. I wanted to represent a 
group especially diverse in age, because a large group of writers existed who had broken the walls down 
for every gay writer who had come after, several of whom had stopped writing or being publishing as 
the underground platforms for publication of such things fell away. I wanted to honor them. But I also 
wanted to publish young writers, emerging talent, and poets who’d never had a single piece in print 
before.  I wanted poets from all across the country, not just New York. I wanted poets from all over the 
world. 
 
I did just that. In Assaracus,  I published gay poets of all ages and all levels of writing experience from all 
over the world. But we’re getting wordy here, and I don’t want to bore you. These are the things you 
need to know about Sibling Rivalry Press, our timeline, our history, and where we are going next. 
 
Somehow, Assaracus got noticed. Library Journal included it as one of their ten BEST NEW MAGAZINES 
in 2012.  Schools from Yale to the University of Washington to Canisius College in Buffalo, New York, 
subscribed. Simultaneous to publishing Assaracus, I also began publishing chapbooks and full-length 
poetry collections (here’s where Hittinger, Jones, Vuong, Brookshire, and Mills come in. Mills’ book even 
won the 2012 Lambda Literary Award for Gay Poetry, while a poem Vuong published in Assaracus won 
a Pushcart Prize, and Saeed, well, just Google Saeed Jones.).   
 
While holding down a day job (that I still have), I branched out beyond the gay label and published a 
book of poetry by Theresa Senato Edwards called Voices Through Skin, and after that, never paid much 
attention to labels in my selection process. I published books because they were good. I began working 
with an intern (unaffiliated with any school or program, it’s important to note). I fired the intern. I 
married the intern at the AWP conference in Boston in 2013. Now that intern runs Sibling Rivalry Press 
with me. We began publishing novels and novellas. We founded Jonathan, a journal of gay fiction, 
and Adrienne, our poetry journal of queer women. The American Library Association championed nine 
of our titles (including two top-10 favorites) on its annual list of recommended LGBT reading. With 
nothing but the revenue from book sales, we’ve grown. We’ve moved from rural Alexander, Arkansas, 
to slightly less rural Little Rock, Arkansas. We’ve hosted book launches and readings everywhere from 
Bryant Park in New York City to San Francisco to Miami to a Buddhist temple in London. We pay our 
authors twice a year and have never missed sending a royalty check. We’ve been to book fairs and hosted 
workshops all over the country, and we’ve probably given away more free books than we’ve sold, but 
isn’t that what it’s about? Getting books into the hands of people who need them? 
 
In 2013, thanks to a Michael Klein interview we discovered, we adopted a new mission, taken from the 
words of Adrienne Rich, one of our heroes. She said: There’s a lot of what I would call comfortable poetry 
around. But then there is all this other stuff going on — which is wilder, which is bristling; it’s juicier, it’s 
everything that you would want. And it’s not comfortable. That’s the kind of poetry that interests me — a 
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field of energy. It’s intellectual and moral and political and sexual and sensual — all of that fermenting 
together. It can speak to people who have themselves felt like monsters and say: you are not alone, this is 
not monstrous. It can disturb and enrapture. Our mission, we realized, was to publish work that disturbs 
and enraptures. 
 
Sibling Rivalry Press operates in a sustaining model as a publishing company/business. But we realize 
we have larger dreams, and we can reach even more people with a 501(c)(3) non-profit private 
operating foundation. We applied for this status years ago thinking we might be in a position to grow, 
and in July of 2014, after jumping through all of the required hoops, the application was finally granted. 
We can finally take donations and expand our mission and our reach. This is where the Sibling Rivalry 
Press Foundation comes in.  
 
The Sibling Rivalry Press Foundation operates independently of Sibling Rivalry Press. But rest 
assured, our missions are parallel and connected. As Sibling Rivalry Press, the publishing company, has 
grown, I've witnessed firsthand how difficult it can be for small presses, SRP included, to secure funds 
for the things necessary for authors and author promotion:  travel, attendance of conferences and 
workshops, and basic in-person networking. While authors in the world of academia sometimes have 
access to such funds, small press authors outside of the academic world generally do not. This is where 
the Sibling Rivalry Press Foundation comes in.  As a non-profit, its mission is to support small presses 
and small press authors through the promotion, production, and attendance of literary events and the 
funding of author travel for writers who lack access to academic or professional connections. We will 
raise money, apply for grants, and accept contributions for distribution to small presses and small press 
authors to serve this purpose.  We'll also put on literary events, hold workshops, and work directly with 
communities to support and promote the literary arts.  Above all, it will promote literature and literary 
events that grant people permission to be. And that, my friends, can save lives. It saved my life. By the 
way, I ended up publishing Gavin Dillard (and have a few times now).  Talk about full circle. 
 
I’ll share with you one more moment. When I first met Ian Young, whose groundbreaking work in 
activism, literature, and publishing allow us to do what we do, we were in the streets of New York. At 
some point, he leaned over and kissed me. He then listed the much publicized kissing lineage of Walt 
Whitman down to today’s poets, which included him. He said, “That kiss is from Whitman. The torch is 
yours now. Take it.” It’s idealistic, but if you know me, you know I’m an idealist, so I’m taking that torch. 
But I want you to take it with me. Come along with us on this ride. Donate to the Sibling Rivalry Press 
Foundation today by sending your tax deductible contribution to: 
 

SIBLING RIVALRY PRESS FOUNDATION 
PO BOX 26147 

LITTLE ROCK, AR 72221 
 
If we built Sibling Rivalry Press on no budget, with no staff, and with no time to do it, imagine what we 
can do with all of these things. Help us, help small presses, and help small press authors. We’ve got lives 
to save.  
 
In siblinghood, 
  
 
Bryan Borland 
 


